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Abstract

This work presents a Mixed Integer Programing (MIP) formulation for a new complex NP-

hard combinatorial optimization problem, the Location Inventory Routing with Distribu-

tion Outsourcing (LIRPDO). Due to its computational complexity, only small problem in-

stances can be solved by exact solvers. Therefore, a General Variable Neighborhood Search

(GVNS)-based metaheuristic algorithm for solving large LIRPDO instances is presented.

The proposed approach has been tested on 20 new randomly generated LIRPDO instances,

20 existing benchmark LIRP instances from the literature and 30 new large-scale random

generated LIRP instances. An extended numerical analysis illustrates the efficiency of the

underlying method, leading to acceptable solutions requiring limited computational effort.

Keywords: Logistics Optimization, Metaheuristics, Location, Inventory, Routing

1. Introduction

The development of efficient computational techniques is crucial for optimizing the de-

sign and operation of supply chains (You et al.,2009). Supply chain decision makers should

adopt integrated design approaches for the optimization of complex supply chain networks

(Papageorgiou,2009; Shahin Moghadam et al.,2014;
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Munoz et al.,2015; Barbosa-Povoa and Pinto,2018; Fahimnia et al.,2018 ). A major chal-

lenge, for improving the competitiveness in supply chain networks, is through the simulta-

neous tackling of strategic, tactical and operational level decisions (Garcia and You,2015).

The location-allocation decisions are typically characterized as strategic because of their

long term effects (Tsiakis et al.,2001; Georgiadis et al.,2011; Copado-Mendez et al.,2013;

Kalaitzidou et al.,2014; Mestre et al.,2015; Brunaud et al.,2018). The inventory control

and transportation decisions constitute the domain of tactical decisions, and the rout-

ing decisions are mainly related to the operational level decisions (Rafie-Majd et al.,2018).

These highly interdepended and interelated decisions should be treated simultaneously in

order to reduce total costs and improve the responsiveness of the overall supply chain

(Vicente et al.,2015; Aguirre et al.,2018; Hiassat et al.,2017). The literature is rich with a

large number of contributions addressing simultaneously two of the decision levels, through

the following combinatorial optimization problems:

• Location Routing Problem (LRP) (Cuda et al.,2015; , Drexl and Schneider,2015),

• Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) ( Singh et al.,2015;

Dong et al.,2017; Etebari and Dabiri,2016),

• Location Inventory Problem (LIP) (You and Grossmann,2009)

Other studies proposed the integration of two of the decision levels, while considering

selected priorities of the third level. More specifically, a Multi-depot Location Routing Prob-

lem (MDLRP) taking into account inventory costs was considered by Liu and Lee (2003).

They developed a two-phase heuristic applied on 144 random generated test instances. A

hybrid Tabu Search (TS)/Simulated Annealing (SA) approach was then proposed for solving

the same MDLRP (Liu and Lin,2005). Furthermore, a linear programming model incorpo-

rating location, routing, and inventory decisions was proposed by Ambrosino and Scutella

(2005), but feasible solutions were presented only for the case of the LRP on 12 single-

period instances. Max Shen and Qi (2007) presented a nonlinear integer programming

model for the integrated supply chain design. A Lagrangian-relaxation based algorithm
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was developed and its performance was evaluated on several randomly generated test in-

stances. A Location Arc Routing Problem (LARP) with inventory constraints was studied

by Riquelme-Rodriguez et al. (2016). They proposed two location constructive algorithms

for building initial solutions and an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) algorithm

for further improvement of solutions.

The integrated Location Inventory Routing Problem (LIRP) has received rather lim-

ited attention in the literature (Hiassat et al.,2017; Zhang et al.,2014). This problem con-

siders simultaneous all three decisions levels and it is classified as an NP-Hard problem

(Javid and Azad,2010). Because of its computational complexity, large scale LIRP instances

cannot be solved to optimality by exact solution methods (Eskandarpour et al.,2017). In

order to overcome such computational limitations, heuristic and meta-heuristic approaches

are often applied. The first attempt to tackle simultaneously location, inventory and routing

decisions was presented by Javid and Azad (2010). They proposed a Mixed Integer Non Lin-

ear Programming (MINLP) model and a hybridization of Tabu Search (TS) and Simulated

Annealing (SA) for solving large sized problem instances.

Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. (2013) presented an MINLP model for a stochastic dis-

tribution network and solved five examples using the Lingo software. A hybrid Variable

Neighborhood Descent (VND)-Iterated Local Search (ILS) metaheuristic solution approach

was applied by Guerrero et al. (2013) for solving LIRP cases, described by an MIP formula-

tion. Reza Sajjadi et al. (2013) developed an MINLP model for the two-layer multi-product

capacitated location routing inventory problem (MPCLRIP) and they solved larger instances

using a sequential heuristic. Seyedhosseini et al. (2014) developed an MINLP model for the

three-level SCN design and solved random generated instances with the Lingo solver for

the small cases and a GA for larger instances. A two-stage hybrid TS heuristic for solving

the combined LIRP in B2C e-Commerce distribution system was proposed by Chen et al.

(2014). Nekooghadirli et al. (2014) studied a bi-objective LIRP and applied four evolution-

ary based metaheuristics for solving several test instances. Zhang et al. (2014) presented

an MIP model for the multi-period LIRP with flexible replenishment policy and they devel-

oped a hybrid SA metaheuristic for solving the proposed problem. Liu et al. (2015) studied
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a stochastic LIRP for designing a logistic system for e-commerce and implemented a Pseudo

Parallel hybridization of GA and SA.

Zhalechian et al. (2016) presented an MINLP model for a sustainable closed-loop LIRP

and they applied a hybrid two-phase stochastic-possibilistic programming method within

a game theory approach, in order to manage the uncertainty and a Self-Adaptive GA for

addressing efficient solutions on large instances. A hybrid SA and Imperialist Competi-

tive Algorithm (ICA) for tackling the LIRP was presented by Ghorbani and Akbari Jokar

(2016). Hiassat et al. (2017) proposed evolutionary based optimization metaheuristics and

more precisely, different versions of GA based solution approaches. Rafie-Majd et al. (2018)

studied the design of a Supply Chain (SC) system of perishable products under uncertainty

and they employed a Lagrangian Relaxation heuristic for solving it. Table 1 summarizes

the key contributions from the LIRP literature. It should be highlighted that, in the fourth

column of Table 1 the term “Single∗” refers to a perishable single product.

Table 1: Key literature contributions on LIRP

Reference P.T.1 D.T.2 C.T.3 R.P.4 F.C.5 Model S.M.6

[25] Single Stochastic Single (Q,R) Homogeneous MINLP Metaheuristic

[43] Single Stochastic Single (Q,R) Heterogeneous MINLP Exact

[21] Multiple Deterministic/Variable Single Order up to level Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

[38] Single Deterministic Multiple Fixed order Heterogeneous MINLP Heuristic

[40] Single Stochastic Single (Q,R) Homogeneous MINLP Exact/Metaheuristic

[7] Single Fuzzy Single (T,R) Periodic Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

[35] Multiple Stochastic Multiple (Q,R) Heterogeneous MINLP Metaheuristic

[50] Multiple Deterministic/Variable Single Flexible Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

[27] Single Stochastic Single (Q,R) Homogeneous MINLP Metaheuristic

[49] Multiple Stochastic Multiple (Q,R) Heterogeneous MMINLP Metaheuristic

[19] Multiple Deterministic/Variable Multiple (Q,R) Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

[23] Multiple Deterministic/Variable Single∗ - Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

[37] Multiple Stochastic Multiple (Q,R) Heterogeneous MINLP Heuristic

This work Multiple Deterministic/Variable Single Flexible Homogeneous MIP Metaheuristic

1Period Type, 2Demand Type, 3Commodity Type, 4Replenishment Policy, 5Fleet Composition, 6Solution Method(s)

Several companies understood the importance of the strategic relationships and started

adopting logistics outsourcing as a key strategic component, in order to increase their com-
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petitiveness (Turkay et al.,2004; Hjaila et al.,2016). Cost reduction, decreased service times

and improved customer service are considered as the main advantages of logistics activities

outsourcing in the literature (Basligil et al.,2011; Zhu et al.,2017). Because of the crucial

effect of the decisions integration and activities outsourcing on the performance of the supply

chain, the combined study of these components seems to be highly promising.

Table 2 presents the major differences between the proposed contribution and the works

of Guerrero et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2014). The first column shows the compared

works. The second column indicates if a work considers distribution outsourcing decisions,

while the third column summarizes the biggest instances solved in each work. Finally, the

last column shows the methods dependency. The solution approaches of Guerrero et al.

(2013) and Zhang et al. (2014) require an exact solver and as such they have used the well-

known commercial optimization solver, CPLEX.

Table 2: Major differences of the current work with previous relevant contributions

Work Distribution outsourcing Largest solved instance Method dependency

Guerrero et al. (2013) - 5 depots - 15 customers - 5 periods co-operates with commercial solver

Zhang et al. (2014) - 25 depots - 300 customers - 7 periods co-operates with commercial solver

This work X 120 depots - 680 customers - 12 periods self-contained solver

This work introduces the Location Inventory Routing Problem (LIRP) with Distribu-

tion Outsourcing (LIRPDO) decisions. The underlying problem variant represents a more

realistic situation, in which a company needs to outsource its distribution operation, as it

cannot afford vehicles acquisition or a customer-specific fleet of vehicles is required. Then,

more decisions should be made, such as the selection of the proper vehicles providers and

the most efficient allocation of the company’s opened depots to the selected providers. The

proposed problem is NP-hard, which means that realistic large-sized problem instances can-

not be solved by exact methods. Therefore, a Sequential General Variable Neighborhood

Search (GVNS) combined with an Inventory Rescheduling Procedure (InvRP) for solving
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large instances of LIRPDO is proposed. The main research contributions of this work are

summarized as follows:

• An MIP formulation for the LIRPDO.

• A ratio-based locations’ selection strategy introduced in the first phase of a two phase

construction heuristic.

• Application of a GVNS-based solution approach on 20 random generated LIRPDO

instances and comparison with the CPLEX solver. The proposed method is also

applied on 20 LIRP benchmark instances from the literature).

• The proposed approach is a self-contained solver.

• A new benchmark set with the current largest instances of LIRP in the open literature

have been generated and made publicly available.

This work is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the problem statement and

the proposed solution algorithm, respectively. Section 4 provides the computational analysis

for evaluating the performance of the proposed solution method. Finally, Section 5 draws

up concluding remarks and some thoughts on potential future extensions.

2. Problem Description

The LIRPDO is defined as a three echelon supply chain network with multiple potential

vehicles’ providers, multiple potential depots and a number of geographically dispersed cus-

tomers. Each customer has a deterministic period-variable demand of one type commodity.

It is also assumed that all potential vehicles’ providers own the same type capacitated ve-

hicles, but each of them has a different fixed-contract cost. A customer can be allocated

to exactly one opened depot, and each opened depot can be served by exactly one vehicles’

provider over the planning horizon. A vehicle is be sent from the location of its provider to

the selected depot, in order to load the necessary quantity of product and then will travel
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through the customers allocated to its route. Finally, the vehicle will return to the loca-

tion of its owner. Therefore, the routes are formed as provider-depot-customer(s)-provider.

The objective in this problem is to minimize the total cost including of location, inventory,

routing and outsourcing service costs. The proposed MIP extends the mathematical model

proposed by Zhang et al. (2014) by considering distribution outsourcing decisions. To ad-

dress those decisions, a new set of binary decision variables PDAb,j and a cost component

for selecting vehicle providers,
∑

b∈B

∑

j∈J

PDAbj ∗ fpb, are considered. Also, new constraints

(5), (6), (7), (8) and (9) have been introduced in the original model.

For the sake of the reader clarity all model sets, parameters and variables contained are

summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Table 3: Sets of the mathematical model

Indices Explanation

V set of nodes

J set of candidate depots

I set of customers

K set of vehicles

H set of discrete and finite planning horizon

B set of vehicles’ providers
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Table 4: Parameters of the mathematical model

Parameter Explanation

fj fixed opening cost of depot j

fpb fixed-contract cost of selecting provider b

Cj storage capacity of depot j

hi unit inventory holding cost of customer i

Qk loading capacity of vehicle k

dit period variable demand of customer i

cij travelling cost of locations pair (i, j)

V Ak the ownership of vehicle k

Table 5: Decision variables of the mathematical model

Variable Explanation

yj 1 if j is opened; 0 otherwise

zij 1 if customer i is assigned to depot j; 0 otherwise

xijkt 1 if node j is visited after i in period t by vehicle k

qikt product quantity delivered to customer i in period t by vehicle k

witp quantity delivered to customer i in period p to satisfy its demand in period t

PDAb,j 1 if depot j is served by provider b; 0 otherwise

min
∑

j∈J

fjyj +
∑

i∈I

hi

∑

t∈H

(

1
2
dit +

∑

p∈H,p<t

witp (t− p) +
∑

p∈H,p>t

witp (t− p+ |H|)

)

+
∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V

∑

t∈H

∑

k∈K

cijxijkt +
∑

b∈B

∑

j∈J

PDAbj ∗ fpb

(1)

Subject to

∑

j∈V

xijkt −
∑

j∈V

xjikt = 0 ∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (2)
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∑

j∈V

∑

k∈K

xijkt ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ H, ∀i ∈ I (3)

∑

j∈V

∑

k∈K

xjikt ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ H, ∀i ∈ I (4)

∑

i∈I

xjikt ≥ xbjkt ∀j ∈ J, ∀b ∈ B, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (5)

xbjkt ≤ PDAbj ∗ V Akb ∀b ∈ B, ∀j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (6)

xbb1kt = 0 ∀b, b1 ∈ B, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (7)

xbikt = 0 ∀b ∈ B, ∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (8)

xjbkt = 0 ∀j ∈ J, ∀b ∈ B, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (9)

xijkt = 0 ∀i, j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H, i 6= j (10)

∑

i∈I

∑

b∈B

xibkt ≤ 1 ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (11)

∑

i∈I

qikt ≤ Qk ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (12)

∑

i∈S

∑

j∈S

xijkt ≤ |S| − 1 ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H, ∀S ⊆ I (13)

xjikt ≤ zij ∀j ∈ J, ∀i ∈ I, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (14)
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∑

j∈J

zij = 1 ∀i ∈ I (15)

zij ≤ yj ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (16)

∑

i∈I

(

zij
∑

t∈H

dit

)

≤ Cj ∀j ∈ J (17)

∑

u∈I

xujkt +
∑

u∈V \{i}

xiukt ≤ 1 + zij ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (18)

∑

i∈I

∑

k∈K

∑

t∈H

xjikt ≥ yj ∀j ∈ J (19)

∑

i∈I

xjikt ≤ yj ∀j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ H (20)

∑

p∈H

witp = dit ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ H (21)

∑

t∈H

witp =
∑

k∈K

qikp ∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ H (22)

qikt ≤M
∑

j∈V

xijkt ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ H, ∀k ∈ K (23)

∑

j∈V

xijkt ≤Mqikt ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ H, ∀k ∈ K (24)

xijkt ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀t ∈ H, ∀k ∈ K (25)

yj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J (26)

zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (27)
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qikt ≤ min

{

Qk,
∑

p∈H

dip

}

∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J ,∀k ∈ K (28)

witp ≤ dip ∀i ∈ I, ∀t, p ∈ H (29)

The above MIP model is an extension of the work of Zhang et al. (2014) and consid-

ers distribution outsourcing additionally. The objective function minimizes the total cost

consisting of facilities opening cost, holding costs per unit of product kept at customers,

routing costs and outsourcing costs. However, a short description of them is also provided

in this section. Constraints (2) guarantee the equilibrium between the interior and exterior

vehicles’ flow in each node. Constraints (3) and (4) guarantee that each customer is visited

by exactly one vehicle per period. Constraints (5) ensure that if a vehicle is sent from a

provider to a depot, it should also be sent from that depot to a customer in a selected time

period. Constraints (6), ensure that a vehicle will be moved from a provider to, an allocated

to him depot with a vehicle owned by him. Constraints (7), (8), (9) and (10) forbid a vehicle

to be moved from provider to provider, from provider to customer, from depot to provider

and from depot to depot, respectively. Constraints (11) prevent a vehicle from performing

more than one route per period. Constraints (12) impose that the capacity of each vehicle

will not be exceeded. The subtour elimination requirements are given in constraints (13).

Constraints (14) guarantee that a vehicle will be travelled from a depot to a customer only

if that customer is allocated to the depot. Constraints (15) and (16) ensure that a customer

must be allocated to exact one depot over the time horizon. Constraints (17) respect the

capacity of each depot. Constraints (18) prevent the linking of a customer to a depot, if the

customer is not allocated to that depot. A vehicle can be moved from a depot to a customer,

only if that depot is opened as imposed by constraints (19) and (20). The total amount of

deliveries must be equal to the demand of each customer as it is stated in constraints (21).

Constraints (22) guarantee that, the total amount of scheduled deliveries for a customer

must be equal to the overall actual deliveries to that customer. If a customer receives a

replenishment on a specific time period by a specific vehicle, he should be visited by that
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vehicle as imposed by constraints (23) and (24).

3. Solution Approach

3.1. Initialization Phase

In order to find a feasible initial solution, a two-phase constructive heuristic has been

implemented. Location and allocation decisions are made in the first phase while, inventory-

routing decisions are determined in the second phase.

3.1.1. Location/Allocation Strategy

To determine the location and allocation decisions, a ratio-based depots’ selection pro-

cedure combined with a nearest customer allocation strategy have been developed. In the

depots’ selection method, the ratio fixed opening cost

Capacity
is initially computed for each candidate

depot and then, the depot with the minimum ratio is chosen. In the case that two or more

depots have the same ratio, one of them is selected arbitrarily (commonly the first found).

Then, for each opened depot the nearest customers’ allocation strategy is applied. More

precisely, the nearest customer to the opened depot is chosen. If the total demand of this

customer is less or equal to the remaining capacity of the depot then, the selected customer

is allocated to the depot. This first phase of the constructive heuristic is executed until

the allocation of all customers. Also, each opened depot is allocated to a vehicles’ provider

based on a minimum cost criterion (fixed-contract cost plus the routing cost depicted as the

distance between the provider and the depot).

3.1.2. Inventory-Routing Construction

For each time period and each depot, a number of vehicles is selected in order to guarantee

demand satisfaction of customers allocated to the current depot. For each selected vehicle

an assignment of customers is done based on the limited capacity of the vehicle. In order to

build the route of each vehicle, the Random Insertion move is applied (Glover et al.,2001).

According to the inventory decisions, the quantity scheduled to be sent to each customer in

each time period equals to its corresponding demand in that period.
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3.2. Improvement Phase

3.2.1. Neighborhood Structures

Six neighborhood structures are considered for guiding the search during the improve-

ment phase as follows:

Inter-route Relocate (N1): This local search operator removes customer i from his

current route Ri and re-inserts him in a new route Rb, after customer b, in each period. A

prerequisite for applying this move is, both customers i and b to be visited by vehicles in the

same periods. Routes Ri and Rb, could be allocated either to the same depot or to different

depots over the time horizon. If the move violates the capacity of the vehicle in route Rb, a

replenishment shifting move is applied. Four possible cases are met for this neighborhood:

• Case 1: Ri and Rb are assigned to the same depot and no violations occur on vehicles

capacities.

• Case 2: Ri and Rb are assigned to the same depot and vehicles capacity violations

occur.

• Case 3: Ri and Rb are assigned to different depots and no violations occur on vehicles

capacities.

• Case 4: Ri and Rb are assigned to different depots and vehicles capacity violations

occur.

In case 1 only routing decisions are taken. In the second case, both routing and inventory

decisions are made, while in the third case routing and allocation decisions are improved.

Finally, in case 4 routing, inventory and allocation decisions are simultaneously addressed.

Figures 1 and 2 provide an illustrative example of applying the inter-route relocation of

customer C3 after customer C1 (customers are allocated to the same depot) in a three

periods instance.
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Figure 1: Routes from the same depot in each time period before the application of the inter-route relocate

move.

Figure 2: Routes from the same depot in each time period after the application of the inter-route relocate

move.

An illustration of the inter-route relocate move applied on customers allocated to different

depots, is shown in Figures 3 and 4. More specifically, customer C2 is removed from his

current position and is inserted in the position after customer C4.

Figure 3: Routes from different depots in each time period before the application of the inter-route relocate

move.
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Figure 4: Routes from different depots in each time period after the application of the inter-route relocate

move.

Inter-route Exchange (N2): This neighborhood consists of swapping the positions of

two customers (i and b) from different routes (Ri and Rb) over the time horizon. Routes

Ri and Rb could be allocated to the same depot or to different depots. In the first case the

move may not be applied to all time periods, while in the second case the swapping will be

considered as applicable only if it is valid for all time periods. Three special cases could be

met by applying this move:

• Case 1: No vehicles’ capacity violations occurred.

• Case 2: The demand of customer i violates the capacity of the vehicle servicing cus-

tomer b in one or more time periods.

• Case 3: The demand of customer b causes violations of the capacity of vehicle servicing

customer i in one or more time periods.

In the above case 1 only routing decisions are made, while in cases 2 and 3 both routing

and inventory decisions are tackled (inventory: forward/backward shifting to the nearest

time periods). If customers are allocated in different depots, changes on allocation decisions

are then applied. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the application of the move in a three period

instance. In the first period, customers C2 and C3 are swapped, while in the periods two

and three, the pairs of exchanged customers are (C2, C3) and (C3, C4), respectively.
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period 1 period 2 period 3

D1

C1
C2

C3

C4

C5

D1

C1
C2

C3

C4

C5

D1

C1
C2

C3

C4

C5

Figure 5: Routes from the same depot in each time period before the application of the inter-route exchange

move.

period 1 period 2 period 3

D1

C1 C2

C3

C4

C5

D1

C1 C2

C3

C4

C5

D1

C1 C2

C3

C4

C5

Figure 6: Routes from the same depot in each time period after the application of the inter-route exchange

move.

An example of the inter-route exchange move between customers C3 and C4, allocated

to different depots, is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7: Routes from different depots in each time period before the application of the inter-route exchange

move.
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Figure 8: Routes from different depots in each time period after the application of the inter-route exchange

move.

Exchange Opened-Closed Depots (N3): This neighborhood consists of exchanging

a closed depot i with a currently opened one j. The exchanging cost is calculated for each

closed depot, with all opened depots. Then, the opened depot with the minimum exchanging

cost is marked as closed and the validation of the move is examined. In the case of a valid

move, a reordering of the routes allocated on depot j is calculated, based on the minimum

insertion cost criterion of depot i. If the overall cost (location and routing costs) is decreased

then, the move is marked as accepted and it is applied. The move is summarized in the

following example in Figures 9 and 10. As it can be seen, in the route of customers C3, C4

and C5, a routing re-ordering has also been applied.

D1

C1

C2

C3

C4

D2
C5

C6

Figure 9: Routes allocation before the opened-closed exchange move.
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D1

D2

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Figure 10: Routes allocation after the opened-closed exchange move.

Intra-route Relocate (N4): The intra-route relocate operator removes a customer

from its current position in its route and re-inserts it in a different position. This move

handles only routing decisions. In Figures 11 and 12 the relocation of customer C2 after the

customer C4 is illustrated.

D1

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure 11: Routes from the same depot in each time period before the application of the intra-route relocate

move.

D1

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure 12: Routes from the same depot in each time period after the application of the intra-route relocate

move.

2-2 Replenishment Exchange (N5): This local search operator randomly selects two

time periods t1 and t2 and then finds the two most distant customers i and b, both serviced

in those two periods. Then, it computes the cost changes of removing i and b from their
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routes in periods t1 and t2 respectively and shifting their receiving deliveries from t1 to t2 for

customer i and from t2 to t1 for b. This move is applied only in case where an improvement is

produced and no vehicles’ capacities are violated. Figures 13 and 14 provide an illustrative

example of this move, applied on customers C1 and C4, that are allocated in the same route.

Figure 13: Routes in the two selected time periods before the application of the 2-2 replenishment exchange

move.

Figure 14: Routes in the two selected time periods after the application of the 2-2 replenishment exchange

move.

The 2-2 Replenishment Exchange can also be applied on customers allocated to different

routes. An example is presented in Figures 15 and 16, in which the move is applied between

customers C1 and C5.
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Figure 15: Routes in the two selected time periods before the application of the 2-2 replenishment exchange

move.

Figure 16: Routes in the two selected time periods after the application of the 2-2 replenishment exchange

move.

Change Provider (N 6): This local search operator examines for each opened depot

if an improvement may be achieved by allocating it to an other vehicles’ provider. In the

following illustrated example (Figure 17), the depot D1 which is allocated to provider P1,

it will be allocated to provider P2. The order of customers in the routes remains the same.
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Figure 17: An example of the Change Provider operator

In order to avoid vehicles’ capacity violations by applying the Inter-route Relocate and

Inter-route Exchange moves, shifting of surplus product quantity may be needed to be also

applied. An example of the application of the shifting procedure is given in Figure 18. As

it can be seen, the surplus quantity in the second time period is equal to 15 for a selected

customer. This customer is also serviced in first and third time periods and the available

free space in the corresponding vehicles in these periods are 18 and five respectively. So,

five units of product are shifted forward to the third time period and 10 units are shifted

backward in the first time period.

Figure 18: Example of the quantity shifting procedure.

3.2.2. Shaking Procedure

A shaking procedure is developed in order to escape from local optimum solutions

(Hansen et al.,2017). Thus, in each shaking phase a number of random jumps are applied in
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a randomly selected neighborhood from a predefined set of neighborhoods. The pseudo-code

of this diversification method is presented in Algorithm 1, with the incumbent solution S

and the maximum number of random jumps kmax = 12 (where kmax was experimentally

set) as input. The new solution S ′ is obtained by applying k (where 1 < k < kmax) times

one randomly selected neighborhood (from the total lmax = 4 neighborhoods) and it is then

returned as output.

Algorithm 1 Shaking Procedure

procedure Shake(S, k, lmax)

l = random integer(1, lmax)

for i← 1, k do

select case(l)

case(1)

S ′ ← Inter Relocate(S)

case(2)

S ′ ← Exchange OpenedClosed Depots(S)

case(3)

S ′ ← Intra Relocate(S)

case(4)

S ′ ← Inter Exchange(S)

end select

end for

Return S ′

3.2.3. General Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS)

The Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) proposed by Mladenovic and Hansen (1997),

is a trajectory-based metaheuristic (manage a single solution at each step time) and it is

used as a flexible framework for building heuristics (Hansen et al.,2017). The main idea

of VNS is the systematic change of predefined neighborhood structures during the search

for an optimal or approximately optimal solution. This systematic process is applied as a
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repeated execution of three basic search ingredients until a stopping criterion is met. These

three search steps are (Hansen et al.,2017):

• Shaking Procedure (as a diversification phase for escaping locally optimal solutions).

• Neighborhood Change Step (for guiding purposes while VNS explores the solution

space).

• Improvement Procedure (as an intensification phase for improving the incumbent so-

lution).

Several variants of VNS have been already successfully developed for various applications.

Four well-known VNS versions are the Basic VNS (BVNS), the Variable Neighborhood

Descent (VND), the General VNS (GVNS) and the Reduced VNS (RVNS). BVNS exploits

neighborhood structures in both deterministic and stochastic way. The stochastic part of

this procedure is utilized through the shaking phase, while the deterministic approach is used

in the improvement phase. In VND the exploration of neighborhoods is accomplished in a

deterministic way. More specifically, several neighborhood structures can be examined both

in a sequential or in a nested way for improving an incumbent solution (Hansen et al.,2017).

Actually, the VND approach consists of an improvement procedure and a neighborhood

change step. Based on the neighborhood change step rules, four different sequential VND

schemes have been proposed in the literature. These schemes are the basic VND (bVND)

in which the sequential neighborhood change step is applied, the pipe VND (pVND) which

uses the pipe neighborhood change step, the cyclic VND (cVND) that adopts the cyclic

exploring method and the union VND (uVND) in which all the predefined neighborhoods

are treated as a single one. For further information, the interested reader is directed to a

recent survey (Hansen et al.,2017). The GVNS variant is an extension of the BVNS, and its

main difference is the usage of a VND scheme as an improvement strategy. In this work, the

GVNS-based solution methods use the cyclic and pipe VND as the intensification phase and

both the first and best improvement (FI and BI respectively) search strategy are examined.

The proposed GVNS algorithm is summarized in the following pseudo-code.
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Algorithm 2 General VNS

procedure GVNS(S, kmax,max time, lmax)

while time ≤ max time do

for k ← 1, kmax do

S∗ = Shake(S,k, lmax)

S ′ = pV ND(S∗)

if f(S ′) < f(S) then

S ← S ′

end if

end for

end while

return S

3.2.4. Inventory Rescheduling Procedure

The Inventory Rescheduling Procedure (InvRP) functions as a post optimization part

of the proposed solution approach. In each iteration, the most distant customer is selected

and the total periods in which this customer is visited by vehicles, in order to satisfy his

demand, are kept. Then, an alternative replenishment scheme is examined, trying to reduce

the periods needed to visit the selected customer and as a result to reduce the routing

costs. The method is terminated either when all customers have been checked or a time

stopping criterion is met. An explanation of the variables and the parameters presented in

the pseudo-code of Inventory Rescheduling Procedure is firstly given and then, the pseudo-

code is provided in Algorithm 3.

• NPeriods : Keeps the total number of time periods.

• NumOfNeededPeriods : keeps the minimum number of periods needed to satisfy the

total demand of a selected customer.

• DemOfI : Keeps the total demand of a selected customer over the planning horizon.
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• AvailableV ehicles : a binary 2D array (NV ehicles ∗NPeriods) which denotes if a vehicle

can visit a selected customer in a period (value equals 1, or not (value equals 0).

• V eh2ServeI : Stores the vehicle scheduled to visit a selected customer in a specific

period.

• Period2ServeI : Logical array which marks the selected periods in the new replenish-

ment plan as “True”.
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Algorithm 3 Inventory Rescheduling Procedure

procedure InvRP(S)

while a stopping criterion is not met do

Find the most distant customer i of all opened depots

Mark customer i as “checked”

for t← 1, NPeriods do

Find all the available vehicles for visiting i in t

Store those vehicles in AvailableV ehicles

end for

Compute the total periods in which i is currently serviced, NPeriodsServedI

Compute the total demand of customer i, DemOfI

NumOfNeededPeriods = 0

while DemOfI > 0 do

Find an unselected vehicle k ∈ AvailableV ehicles with maxCapacity

Keep the vehicle in V eh2ServeI and the period in Period2ServeI

NumOfNeededPeriods = NumOfNeededPeriods+ 1

Recalculate DemOfI based on the partial new replenishment schedule

end while

if NumOfNeededPeriods < NPeriodsServedI then

for t← 1, NPeriods do

if Period2ServeI(t) then

Calculate changes on Inventory Cost and Routing Cost

Reschedule vehicle routes for i

end if

end for

if Improvement then

Renew Inventory and Routing Costs and Inventory Levels

Apply the routes’ rescheduling

end if

end if

end while

return S
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3.2.5. GVNS-InvRP

The pseudo-code of the GVNS-InvRP follows in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 GVNS-InvRP

procedure GVNS-InvRP

S ← TwoPhaseConstructionHeuristic

while time < max time do

S ′ ← GVNS(S)

end while

S ← InventoryReschedulingProcedure(S ′)

return S

Figure 19 illustrates a flowchart of the proposed solution approach.
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Figure 19: The flowchart of the proposed solution approach.

Initially, a feasible solution is obtained using the two-phase construction heuristic. This

is the initial solution of the proposed solution method. GVNS is iteratively executed for 60s

and alternates its shaking procedure, the pipe-VND procedure and the solution update step.

In each shaking iteration, one of the shaking operators (see subsection 3.2.2) is randomly
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selected and applied k times (where the parameter k starts with the value one and increased

by one in each iteration until k = kmax. If k equals kmax and the stopping criterion

is not met, then the parameter k is set to one). Then, the pVND is applied. In this

improvement step, all the local search operators are sequentially applied with the predefined

order (see subsection 3.2.1). The search with each local search operator is continued until

no more improvements are obtained. After the completion of the pipe-VND, a solution

update is performed, by checking if a better solution is available. Subsequently to the

GVNS, the Inventory Rescheduling procedure is applied for each customer, starting from

the most distant one. The goal of this post-optimization method is to reduce total cost by

rescheduling the replenishment plan mainly of the most distant customers, in order to avoid

frequent deliveries to them.

Furthermore, an auxiliary subroutine has been developed in order to ensure the feasibility

of each solution. This subroutine examines whether the new solution satisfies the constraints

of the model and checks the validations of cost renewals.

4. Computational Analysis and Results

In this section, a computational analysis is presented in order to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed solution method. In subsection 4.1, the necessary technical details

(e.g., computing environment) are provided. Subsection 4.2 provides the results achieved by

solving the LIRPDO while the subsection 4.3 summarizes the results obtained by the pro-

posed algorithm on 20 LIRP benchmarks from the work of Zhang et al. (2014) and compared

with those achieved by the proposed methods presented in the same work. In subsection 4.4

the results achieved by the GVNS-InvRP on 30 randomly generated large-scale instances

are presented.

4.1. Computing Environment & Parameter Settings

The methods presented in this work were implemented in Fortran and ran on a desktop

PC running Windows 7 Professional 64-bit with an Intel Core i7-4771 CPU at 3.5 GHz and

16 GB RAM. The compilation of codes was done using Intel Fortran compiler 18.0 with
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optimization option /O3. Also, the maximum execution time limit was set (max time =

60s) for the GVNS approach. The LIRPDO instances were modeled using GAMS (GAMS

24.9.1) (Brooke et al.,1998) and solved using CPLEX 12.7.1.0 solver with specified time limit

(2h). CPLEX ran in the same computing environment with Intel Fortran compiler.

4.2. Computational results on LIRPDO instances

This is the first study introducing the LIRPDO, thus there are no previously published

test instances in order to compare the efficiency of the proposed solution method. Conse-

quently, 20 new instances were randomly generated following the instructions described in

subsection 5.3.1 in the work of Zhang et al. (2014). The instances’ names are shaped as X-Y-

Z-L, where X is the number of potential depots, Y the number of potential vehicles’ providers,

Z the number of customers and L the number of time periods. These problem instances are

available at: http://pse.cheng.auth.gr/index.php/publications/benchmarks.

Figures 20 and 21 illustrates the performance of the proposed solution approaches using

either the CVND and the PVND as the main improvement phase and following both the

first and best improvement search strategies. It is obvious that the overall performance can

be improved by adopting an adaptive mixed search strategy. More specifically, the best

improvement search strategy will be applied for instances with up to 90 customers and the

first improvement search strategy for the cases with more than 90 customers.
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Figure 20: Performance of GVNS-InvRP with CVND using FI and BI.
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Figure 21: Performance of GVNS-InvRP with PVND using FI and BI.

Table 6 provides the results obtained by CPLEX, GVNS-InvRP with CVND as im-

provement phase and GVNS-InvRP with PVND. The results of GVNS-InvRP with CVND
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and GVNS-InvRP with PVND were achieved by the adaptive mixed search strategy. More

specifically, in the first column the names of the instances are provided. The second column

presents the results achieved by CPLEX, while the third, fourth, and sixth column provide

the results achieved by the construction heuristic, the GVNS-InvRP with CVND, and the

GVNS-InvRP with PVND, respectively. The fifth and the seventh column show the solution

quality gaps of the two proposed methods with the CPLEX. The results of GVNS-based

schemes are the average values of five runs per instance.

Table 6: Computational results on 20 LIRPDO

Instance CPLEX (a) CH (b) GVNS-InvRPCV ND(c) gap (a-c) % GVNS-InvRPPV ND(d) gap (a-d) %

4-3-8-3 16,253.89 16,738.29 16,262.33 -0.05 16,235.09 0.12

4-3-10-3 31,509.82 32,125.66 32,073.5 -1.79 32,074.06 -1.79

4-5-10-3 15,727.25 19,409.16 15,724.75 0.02 15,650.88 0.49

4-5-15-5 35,379.9 20,592.56 18,230.54 48.47 18,447.7 47.86

5-7-20-3 - 18,738.69 16,713.07 - 16,611.04 -

5-7-32-5 - 20,475.58 18,299.22 - 18,282.23 -

5-8-45-3 - 21,996.29 18,607.6 - 18,556.2 -

6-8-50-3 - 22,910.67 20,253.66 - 20,235.43 -

6-8-52-5 - 26,446.71 22,348.18 - 22,164.47 -

6-10-60-5 - 42,149.89 32,261.79 - 31,480.11 -

7-10-90-5 - 23,385.28 20,559.74 - 20,336.99 -

7-10-100-5 - 28,507.57 23,036.91 - 23,267.29 -

8-12-102-5 - 25,672.16 22,742.8 - 22,908.09 -

8-12-105-7 - 34,655.32 26,642.79 - 26,560.92 -

8-12-110-7 - 29,469.44 25,236.26 - 24,858.34 -

9-13-110-5 - 24,167.27 22,668.91 - 22,658.02 -

9-14-115-5 - 31,685.59 25,162.47 - 25,271.55 -

9-15-120-7 - 31,560.26 25,156.09 - 25,385.52 -

9-15-125-7 - 71,088.4 59,797.43 - 56,382.8 -

10-20-130-7 - 55,651.04 43,396.27 - 43,584.51 -

Also, in Table 7 the number of the opened depots and selected providers in the final

solution of each solution method are provided.
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Table 7: The number of opened depots and selected providers on 20 LIRPDO instances.

Instance CPLEX GV NS − InvRPCV ND GVNS − InvRPPV ND

Depots Providers Depots Providers Depots Providers

4-3-8-3 2 1 2 1 2 1

4-3-10-3 3 2 3 2 3 2

4-5-10-3 2 1 2 1 2 1

4-5-15-5 3 3 2 1 2 1

5-7-20-3 - - 2 1 2 1

5-7-32-5 - - 2 1 2 1

5-8-45-3 - - 2 1 2 1

6-8-50-3 - - 2 1 2 1

6-8-52-5 - - 2 1 2 1

6-10-60-5 - - 2 1 2 1

7-10-90-5 - - 2 1 2 1

7-10-100-5 - - 2 1 2 1

8-12-102-5 - - 2 1 2 1

8-12-105-7 - - 2 1 2 1

8-12-110-7 - - 2 1 2 1

9-13-110-5 - - 2 1 2 1

9-14-115-5 - - 2 1 2 1

9-15-120-7 - - 2 1 2 1

9-15-125-7 - - 2 2 2 2

10-20-130-7 - - 2 1 2 1

The CPLEX solver was able to provide an integer solution only for the four small-sized

instances (4-3-8-3 to 4-5-15-5). For the next six medium-sized instances CPLEX cannot

produce any feasible solution within a 2h time limit, while for the last 10 large-sized problem

instances an out of memory error occurred during the execution. Both GVNS-based schemes
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were able to provide even for the small-sized instances high quality solutions in no more than

60 seconds. More specifically, for the case of the three small-sized instances 4 − 3 − 8 − 3,

4− 3− 10− 3 and 4− 5− 10− 3 the solutions obtained by CPLEX solver in 2h are almost

equal to those achieved by the proposed methods in one minute. However, for the case of

the instance 4− 5− 15− 5, both GVNS− InvRPCV ND and GVNS− InvRPPV ND produce

48.47% and 47.86% better solutions than CPLEX, respectively.

Table 8 reports the best found values of the 20 LIRPDO instances.

Table 8: Best values found on 20 LIRPDO instances

Instance Best Instance Best

4-3-8-3 16,208.14 7-10-90-5 20,310.28

4-3-10-3 32,058.2 7-10-100-5 22,843.81

4-5-10-3 15,501.9 8-12-102-5 22,683

4-5-15-5 18,146.71 8-12-105-7 26,232.41

5-7-20-3 16,604.6 8-12-110-7 24,823.45

5-7-32-5 18,011 9-13-110-5 22,371.2

5-8-45-3 18,537.22 9-14-115-5 24,958.39

6-8-50-3 20,168.32 9-15-120-7 25,005.08

6-8-52-5 22,000.75 9-15-125-7 54,365.64

6-10-60-5 31,410.41 10-20-130-7 42,398.68

4.3. Computational results on LIRP instances (Zhang et al.,2014)

The proposed methods with minor modification (remove the Change Provider local search

operator and disable the provider selection in construction heuristic) can also solve LIRP

instances, following the approach of Zhang et al. (2014). In this section a comparative

analysis between the proposed GVNS-InvRP method, the SA-Hyb-ILRP, and the Sequential

heuristic presented by Zhang et al. (2014) is provided. They divided the 20 LIRP instances
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into small-sized and large-sized instances. The 20 LIRP instances were classified according

to their size, as presented in the literature ( Mjirda et al.,2014) as follows:

• 10 small sized instances (with less than 20 customers).

• 6 medium sized instances (with customers between 20 and 90).

• 4 large sized instances (with more than 90 customers).

Figure 22 illustrates the performance of the two GVNS-based schemes using the adaptive

mixed search strategy in all 20 LIRP instances. The results of the two methods are close

enough, except the cases of some instances in which the GVNS-InvRP with the pipe-VND

as improvement method generates better solutions. Therefore, the GVNS-InvRP is selected

to be compared with the solution approaches presented by Zhang et al. (2014).
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Figure 22: Performance of GVNS-InvRP with CVND and PVND using the adaptive mixed search strategy.

Table 9 shows the results of all three methods. More specifically, in the first column

the names of instances are given. The name of each instance formed as D − C − P , where

D is the number of the potential locations of depots, C is the number of customers and P

represents the time periods. In columns 2 and 3 the results of SA-Hyb-ILRP and Sequential

heuristic (Zhang et al.,2014) are provided, while the fourth column presents the average

values of each instance (average of 5 runs) achieved by GVNS-InvRP method. The last two
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columns report the solution quality gap between the proposed method and the methods of

Zhang et al. (2014).
The gaps are calculated as follows:

GapSA Hyb ILRP−Seq GV NS InvRP =
(SSA Hyb ILRP−SSeq GV NS InvRP )

SSA Hyb ILRP
∗ 100

and

GapSequentialheuristic−Seq GV NS InvRP =
(SSequentialheuristic−SSeq GV NS −InvRP )

SSequentialheuristic
∗ 100

.
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Table 9: Computational results on 20 LIRP benchmarks (Zhang et al.,2014)

Instance SA-Hyb-ILRP (a) Sequential heuristic (b) GVNS-InvRP (c) gap (a-c) % gap (b-c) %

Objective Time Objective Time Objective Time

2-5-3 9,958.98 15.96 10,363.16 1.14 10,072.38 60 -1.14 2.81

3-8-3 6,774.87 46.8 6,799.58 5.1 7,176.86 60 -5.93 -5.55

3-8-5 17,654.66 74.21 19,458.83 6.52 18,407.34 60 -4.26 5.4

3-8-7 14,252.47 125.14 14,372.96 5.25 15,144.31 60 -6.26 -5.37

3-10-3 6,530.9 260.32 7,101.85 12.32 6,986.72 60 -6.98 1.62

3-15-7 15,220.19 485.68 17,980.15 18.65 16,199.62 60 -6.44 9.90

5-10-5 19,936.59 587.63 20,070.7 20.12 21,055.71 60 -5.61 -4.91

5-10-7 3,296.23 495.6 3,709.88 14.23 3,941.18 60 -19.57 -6.23

5-15-5 3,143.41 523.65 4,157.6 17.86 3,622.48 60 -15.24 12.87

5-15-7 18,531.83 547.21 18,820.99 19.85 19,444.16 60 -4.92 -3.31

5-30-3 8,343.27 587.6 8,402.36 18.52 9,043.30 90 -8.39 -7.63

5-40-5 13,507.89 698.52 13,919.62 26.5 14,731.14 90 -9.06 -5.83

5-120-5 28,938.4 1042.68 37,906.5 80.35 14,793.61 90 48.88 60.97

8-50-7 10,127.58 714.3 19,341.65 28.65 11,340.69 90 -11.98 41.37

8-70-5 12,391.97 498.63 12,794.09 16.5 14,284.63 90 -15.27 -11.65

8-80-5 9,520.99 785.6 11,030.4 29.85 10,928.24 90 -14.78 0.93

10-60-3 3,837.94 695.25 4,148.37 20.2 4,216.21 90 -9.86 -1.64

15-100-7 27,761.56 1236.21 37,728.64 30.98 9,947.47 90 64.17 73.63

20-150-7 46,148.96 1562.3 55,912.54 58.47 14,485.69 90 68.61 74.09

25-300-7 87,186.54 2365.87 88,003.22 205.85 30,094.08 90 65.48 65.8

Average 18,153.26 667.46 20,601.15 31.84 12,795.79 75 5.07 14.86

As it is shown in Table 9 the solutions obtained by the GVNS-InvRP on the 20 large-sized

instances (Zhang et al.,2014) are 5.07% better than the SA-Hyb-ILRP and 14.86% better

than the Sequential heuristic, while the corresponding improvements for the four large-scale

instances are 61.9% and 68.63%, respectively. The proposed method is much faster than the

SA-Hyb-ILRP as it produces the solutions of all 20 LIRP instances in an average time of 75

s, while the SA-Hyb-ILRP needs 667.46 s. Focusing on the four large-scale instances, the

GVNS-InvRP solves them with an average time of 90 s, while the SA-Hyb-ILRP needs an
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average of 1551.77 s. The Sequential Heuristic functions faster than the GVNS-InvRP for

all the 20 LIRP instances, but for the four large-scale instances its average computational

time is increased to 93.91 s.

It can be noticed that, the SA-Hyb-ILRP performs 7.64% better than the GVNS-InvRP

on small-sized instances and 11.56% on six medium-sized instances. This preeminence of SA-

Hyb-ILRP may be attributed to its hybridization with exact methods. Sequential heuristic

performs almost equivalently to the GVNS-InvRP for the case of small-scaled instances,

with the proposed method to produce 0.72% better solutions and 2.59% better solutions for

medium-sized problem instances. This inefficiency of the proposed solution method may be

attributed to the use of a predefined order of the local search operators in the pVND, which

can potentially limit the exploration performance of the proposed solution method for small-

and medium-sized problem instances. However, the main strength of the GVNS-InvRP is its

ability of opening the minimum required number of depots for satisfying the total demand

of all customers.

Table 10: Number of opened depots in four large-sized LIRP instances (Zhang et al.,2014)

Instance CFLP GVNS-InvRP SA-Hyb-ILRP

5-120-5 2 2 4

15-100-7 2 2 6

20-150-7 2 2 7

25-300-7 2 2 14

Table 10 presents the number of the opened depots by each solution method for the four

large-sized instances. The second column provides the number of opened depots in the op-

timal solution of the Capacitated Fixed-charge Location problem presented by Zhang et al.

(2014), and columns 3 and 4 provide the number of opened depots in the final solution

of GVNS-InvRP and SA-Hyb-ILRP, respectively. The first column contains the instances

names. As it can be observed, GVNS-InvRP focus on opening the minimum number of the
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needed depots. The randomly opening of depots in Depot-Exchange post optimization op-

erator in SA-Hyb-ILRP might be attributed for opening more depots and as a consequence

for increasing the overall cost.

4.4. Computational results on randomly generated large-scale instances

30 new large-scale instances (currently the largest available in the literature) were gen-

erated following the instructions described by Zhang et al. (2014) in subsection 5.3.1. The

smallest instance consists of 28 depot potential locations, 320 customers, and 7 time periods

while the biggest one consists of 120 depot potential locations, 680 customers, and 12 time pe-

riods. These problem instances are available http://pse.cheng.auth.gr/index.php/publications/benchmarks

In order to evaluate the performance of GVNS-InvRP on these large-scale instances, a

comparison between GVNS-InvRP and CPLEX is attempted, but an out-of-memory error

is occurred. Table 11 reports the average and the best solutions achieved by GVNS-InvRP

with either cyclic and pipe VND as improvement method. Each solution reported in Table

11 is the average value of five runs.
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Table 11: Computational results on 30 large scale LIRP instances (average & best solutions)

Instance GVNS − InvRPCV ND GVNS − InvRPPV ND Gap % BestKnownValue

28-320-7 19,335.81 19,431.41 -0.49 19,011.52

30-350-7 18,499.62 17,901.95 3.23 17,882.12

30-375-7 32,852.77 31,379.75 4.48 30,015.27

32-380-7 26,085.52 24,134.91 7.48 23,456.88

35-400-7 20,804.13 21,079.49 -1.32 20,658.84

37-415-7 26,222.85 26,210.01 0.05 25,746.4

40-420-7 21,438.87 21,472.92 -0.16 21,301

42-450-7 29,078.81 29,021.97 0.2 28,740.94

45-480-7 26,407.55 26,398.17 0.04 26,189.98

47-490-7 23,237.25 23,264.26 -0.12 23,015.13

50-490-9 41,778.62 41,851.58 -0.17 41,229

52-495-9 65,948.28 66,398.66 -0.68 65,335.34

55-500-9 31,431.10 31,817.83 -1.23 31,379.49

62-510-9 79,544.16 79,263.62 0.35 78,725.77

65-520-9 32,688.15 32,593.36 0.29 32,072.06

67-540-9 42,637.17 43,064.84 -1 41,954.39

70-550-9 48,195.86 48,273.41 -0.16 48,024

74-560-9 33,359.90 33,081.88 0.83 32,907.79

78-570-9 35,041.01 35,799.88 -2.17 34,862.95

80-580-9 61,245.09 62,322.33 -1.76 60,756.2

85-590-12 68,559.28 69,257.85 -1.02 68,367.91

90-595-12 104,381.54 104,045.38 0.32 103,671.9

92-600-12 78,181.17 78,074.18 0.14 77,596.09

95-610-12 78,976.95 80,957.60 -2.51 76,871.55

98-620-12 65,268.30 64,902.25 0.56 64,808.86

100-650-12 51,805.04 51,429.94 0.72 51,337.58

105-655-12 132,348.48 132,425.78 -0.06 131,798.1

110-660-12 54,551.25 54,447.37 0.19 54,005.45

115-670-12 53,860.97 53,653.04 0.39 52,836.14

120-680-12 61,965.16 61,839.74 0.2 60,905.86

Average 48,857.69 48,859.84 0.22 48,182.1540



Table 12: Heuristic vs metaheuristic performance on 30 large scale LIRP instances

Instance Two-phase heuristic GVNS − InvRPPV ND Gap %

28-320-7 23,688.94 19,431.41 17.97

30-350-7 20,583.44 17,901.95 13.03

30-375-7 45,948.68 31,379.75 31.71

32-380-7 36,242.85 24,134.91 33.41

35-400-7 27,343.06 21,079.49 22.91

37-415-7 38,818.12 26,210.01 32.48

40-420-7 27,067.15 21,472.92 20.67

42-450-7 38,391.9 29,021.97 24.41

45-480-7 34,203.68 26,398.17 22.82

47-490-7 27,656.52 23,264.26 15.88

50-490-9 58,521.38 41,851.58 28.48

52-495-9 103,278.6 66,398.66 35.71

55-500-9 37,453.72 31,817.83 15.05

62-510-9 138,957.9 79,263.62 42.96

65-520-9 38,588.45 32,593.36 15.54

67-540-9 52,051.25 43,064.84 17.26

70-550-9 61,861.2 48,273.41 21.96

74-560-9 37,137.18 33,081.88 10.92

78-570-9 41,172.02 35,799.88 13.05

80-580-9 88,570.99 62,322.33 29.64

85-590-12 81,680.78 69,257.85 15.21

90-595-12 136,311 104,045.38 23.67

92-600-12 94,972.56 78,074.18 17.79

95-610-12 90,975.61 80,957.6 11.01

98-620-12 75,700.98 64,902.25 14.26

100-650-12 55,773.44 51,429.94 7.79

105-655-12 162,519 132,425.78 18.52

110-660-12 58,072.93 54,447.37 6.24

115-670-12 57,275.8 53,653.04 6.33

120-680-12 67,627.68 61,839.74 8.56

Average 61,948.23 48,859.84 19.84
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Many companies face complex supply chain optimization problems, such as the LIRP

and the LIRPDO and they try to deal with them using simple heuristics, as the two-phase

construction heuristic described in subsection 3.1. However, results reported in Table 12

illustrate clearly that, the use of pure metaheuristic approaches can help companies to

improve their cost efficiency. For example, in the case of the large-sized LIRP instances,

the GVNS−InvRPpV ND has resulted in approximately 20% better solutions (in average)

than a simple heuristic.

5. Conclusions

This work considers the optimization of a new complex supply chain problem, the Lo-

cation Inventory Routing Problem with Distribution Outsourcing (LIRPDO). This problem

integrates strategic, tactical, and operational level decisions in order to explore simultane-

ously their synergistic benefits. Due to its computational complexity, a new metaheuristic

solution approach was developed, based on the framework of General Variable Neighbor-

hood Search. An extensive computational analysis on several large-scale problem instances

illustrates the efficiency of the proposed approach in terms of solution quality, especially in

large-scale problem instances with potential industrial relevance. Two are the main strengths

of the proposed solution approach. The first is its ability to open the minimum required

number of depots for satisfying the customers demand (see Table 10) . The second one, is the

adaptive search strategy, which significantly enhances the performance of the improvement

phase in the GVNS component of the proposed solution method. However, the proposed

approach does not perform efficiently in small- and medium-sized problem instances.

Future work can focus on investigation of a systematic method to obtain lower bounds for

the large-scaled problem instances. The use of relaxation technique such as the Lagrangian

Relaxation is envisaged. Moreover, self-adaptive mechanisms can be used within pVND, as

an effort to improve its performance. The proposed method can be extended for the solution

of more general variants of the problem, as the LIRP with heterogeneous fleet of vehicles,
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the LIRP with environmental impact considerations, or the consideration of remanufacturing

options (Elzakker et al.,2017; Cunha et al.,2017).
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